MEDICARE COVERED ITEMS

CANES
COMMODES
HOYER LIFT
GROUP I SURFACE
NEBULIZER
DIABETIC SHOES
DIABETIC SUPPLIES
REHAB POWER CHAIRS (GROUP 3)
TILT IN SPACE WHEELCHAIRS
ULTRA LIGHT WHEELCHAIRS
BRACES (ARMS, LEGS, BACK & NECK)

ALL OTHER INSURANCES

CANES
COMMODES
HOYER LIFT
GROUP I SURFACE
GROUP II SURFACES (AIR MATTRESS)
NEBULIZER
DIABETIC SHOES
DIABETIC SUPPLIES
POWER CHAIRS, POWER SCOOTERS
TILT IN SPACE WHEELCHAIRS
ULTRA LIGHT WHEELCHAIRS
BRACES (ARMS, LEGS, BACK & NECK)
MANUAL WHEELCHAIRS
WALKER W WHEELS
ROLLATORS
SEMI ELECTRIC HOSPITAL BEDS
HUDSON PHARMACY & SURGICAL INSURANCE PLANS
21ST CENTURY HEALTH & BENEFITS INC. (PHCS)
4 COMP NETWORK
4 MOST HEALTH NETWORK
Access Medicare
ACCOUNTABLE HEALTH PLANS OF AMERICA (GH)
ACCOUNTABLE HEALTH PLANS OF AMERICA (WC)
ACKMAN FREEMAN & ASSOCIATES
ADMAR/MED NETWORK (MULTIPLAN)
ADVANCED REHAB MANAGEMENT
ADVANTRA SW (CONVENTRY)
ADVISOR CARE

AETNA
AETNA MEDICARE OPEN PLAN

AFFINITY

AFFINITY HEALTH PLAN**
AIMS (ACCLAMATION INS. MANAGEMENT SERV)
ALAMED
ALARIS GROUP
ALL STATE AUTO
ALTERNATIVE INSURANCE RESOURCES (GH)
ALTERNATIVE INSURANCE RESOURCES (WC)
ALTERNATIVE SERVICE CONCEPTS, LLC
AMCO/ARKANSAS MANAGED CARE ORGANIZATION
AMERICAN PLAN ADMINISTRATORS
AMERICAN PPO (GROUP HEALTH)
AMERICA'S CHOICE-ACPN-WORKERS' COMP
AMERICA'S PPO (WORK COMP)
AMERIGROUP
AMG NETWORK SOLUTIONSARKANAS MUNICIPAL LEAGUE HEALTH BENEFIT
ANTHEM BLUECROSS BLUE SHIELD (CT, NH, ME)
ANTHEM BLUE CROSS OF CALIFORNIA WC

ARCHCARE
ARKANSAS MUNICIPAL LEAGUE WC TRUST
ASMED HEALTH PARTNERSHIP
ASU GROUP/RECOVERY UNLIMITED
ATLANTIS HEALTH PLAN/EASY CHOICE

BCBS OF WESTERN NY
BCE EMERGIS/MULTIPLAN
BEECH STREET-GH (A VIANT NETWORK)
BEECH STREE-WC (A VIANT NETWORK)
BENCHMARK
BENEFIT PANEL SERVICES (MULTIPLAN)
BESTCOMP, INC
BLUEGRASS FAMILY HEALTH, ICE.
BRIDGEWELL MEDICAL
CARPENTERS HEALTH & WELFARE TRUST-SOCA
CASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES, LTD.
CBCA INC. (HEALTH RISK MANAGEMENT
CCMSI
CDPHP
CEDAR VALLER COMMUNITY HEALTHCARE (CVCH)
CENTERLIGHT HEALTH SYSTEM
CGH INSURANCE GROUP/ AMERICAN MINING
CHARTIS CLAIMS-FORMERLY AIGCS
CHN
CHN SOLUTIONS (GH) CONS. SERV. GROUP-CSG
CHN SOLUTIONS (WC) CSG-CONS. SERV. GROUP
CHURCH MUTUAL
CIGNA HEALTHCARE (PPO/ OPEN ACCESS)
CINCINNATI INSURANCE
CITY OF BURBANK
CMN INC. GLOBAL
COASTAL COMP HEALTH NETWORK-WC
COASTAL COMP-GROUP HEALTH
COLORADO NETWORK (TCN) THE
COMP1ONE
COMPCARE NETWORK/ KEY RISK MANAGEMENT
COMPRESULTS
CONCENTRA/ COVENTRY WC
CONNECTICARE
CORPORATE PHARMACY SERVICES (CPS)
CORVEL
CORVEL/ CARELQ
COVENTRY DME+
COVENTRY HEALTH CAREDESERET MUTUAL/MISSIONARY MEDICAL
DEPT. OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES-WASH
DEVON HEALTH SERVICES (GH)
DEVON HEALTH SERVICES (WC)
DIRECT CARE AMERICA (GH)
DIRECT CARE AMERICA (WC)
DME CARVED CVS CAREMARK
EHIM (EMPLOYEE HEALTH INSURANCE MGMT)
EK HEALTH SERVICES
ELDER ADVOCATES OF SC, INC.
EMC INSURANCE COMPANIES
EMERALD HEALTH NETWORK (WC)
EMERALD HEATH NETWORK (GH)
EMPIRE BCBS
EMPLOYERS OF NEVADA
ENCOMPASS
ENCORE UNLIMITED
ERIE INSURANCE
EVEREST
EVOLUTIONS HEALTHCARE (AKA BAYCARE) GH
EVOLUTIONS HEALTHCARE (AKA BAYCARE) WC
EVOLUTIONS HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS
FARM BUREAU
FIDELIS CARE
FIRST CHOICE HEALTH NETWORK
FIRST CHOICE HEALTHPLAN MS (WORKERS COMP)
FIRST CHOICE HLTH PLAN MS (GROUP HEALTH)
FIRST COMP
FIRST HEALTH/ COVENTRY DME+
FLORIDA HEALTH CHOICE EPN/SELECT
FLORIDA HEALTH CHOICE PPO
FLORIDA MUNICIPAL INSURANCE TRUST (FLOC)
FOCUS (WORK COMP)
FOOD IND. SELF INS. FUND OF NM-FISIF
GALAXY
GALAXY HEALTH NETWORK
GALAXY HEALTH NETWORK (WORK COMP)
GEHA-GOVT. EMPLOYEES HEALTHCARE ASSOC.
GENEX SERVICES, INC.
GHI (EMBLEMHEALTH)
GLENN MAR
GLOBAL EXCEL MANAGEMENT (GROUP HEALTH)
GLOBAL HEALTH CLAIMS SERVICES, INC.
GPS BENEFIT ADMINISTRATORS-PEKIN
GRANGE INSURANCE (INTEGRITY INSURANCE)
GREAT WEST CASUALTY
GUARDIAN INSURANCE COMPANY
GUILDNET
HAMASPIK
HARTFORD/FIRST HEALTH
HEALTH ALLIANCE
HEALTH CHOICE OF ALABAMA
HEALTH CHOICE OF OKLAHOMA
HEALTH COALITION PARTNERS (GH)
HEALTH COALITION PARTNERS (NJ & DE) WC
HEALTH COALITION PARTNERS (PA) WC
HEALTH EOS/MULTIPLAN (WC)
HEALTH INFONET (GROUP HEALTH) 1ST CHOICE
HEALTH INFONET (WORK COMP) 1ST CHOICE
HEALTH PLUS
HEALTH SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL
HEALTH TRAC (TN MUNICIPAL LEAGUE RISK)
HEALTH UTAH NETWORK
HEALTHCARE PARTNERS
HEALTHEOS/MULTIPLAN (GH)
HEALTHFIRST (NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY)
HEALTHLINK PPO/HMO
HEALTHSMART PREFERRED CARE (GH)
HEALTHSMART PREFERRED CARE (WC)
HFN (GROUP HEALTH)
HFN (WORKERS COMP)
HHH CHOICES HEALTH PLAN

HIP (EMBLEMHEALTH)

HUDSON HEALTH

HUMANA
IMED/CHAPMAN & ASSOCIATES
INDEPENDENCE CARE SYSTEMS
INDEPENDENT MEDICAL SYSTEMS
INDEQUEST (GH)
INDEQUEST-WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
INDUSTRIAL CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRY BUYING GROUP
INTEGRATED CARE MANAGEMENT
INTEGRATED HEALTH PLAN, INC.
INTERGRATED CARE MANAGEMENT
INTERGROUP
INTERGROUP (WORK COMP) (NJ & DE)
INTERGROUP (WORK COMP) (PENNSYLVANIA)
INTERPLAN HEALTH GROUP (GH)
INTERPLAN HEALTH GROUP (WC)
ISLAND GROUP ADMINISTRATIONS
IWIF
KINGTREE GROUP
LIBERTY MUTUAL
LIBERTY NORTHWEST

LOCAL 1199
LOGICOMP PPO
LUBA (LOUISIANA UNITED BUSINESS ASSOC)
LWCC (LA WORK COMP)
M. JOSEPH MEDICAL
MACKINAW ADMINISTRATORS
Magellan Complete Care (Florida)

MAGNACARE*
MAIL HANDLERS BENEFIT PLAN
MAJOR MEDICAL INS. FUND/DOWC
MARATHON OIL
MARRICK MEDICAL FINANCE, LLC
MAXCIS, INC.
MDI HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS
MED CORP SOUTHWEST, INC.
MEDFIN MANAGER

**MEDICAID**
MEDICAL COST MANAGEMENT
MEDICAL RESOURCE (GH)
MEDICAL RESOURCE (WC)

**MEDICARE**
MEMORIAL HERMANN HEALTH (MHEALTH, INC.)
METROPLUS
MGM MIRAGE CORP.)
MICHIGAN CASE MANAGEMENT
MICHIGAN INSURANCE
MICHIGAN PROPERTY & CASUALTY
MIDLAND CHOICE
MISSISSIPPI PHYSICIANS CARE NETWORK
MISSISSIPPI INSURANCE GUARANTY ASSOC,
MISSOURI EMPLOYERS MUTUAL
MMI OF ILLINOIS
MONTANA STATE FUND
MONTEFIORE/CMO
MOUNTAIN STATES INSURANCE GROUP
MPE SERVICES INC. (GH)
MPE SERVICES INC. (WC)
MULTIPLAN
NATIONAL CHOICECARE, INC.
NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES-COVENTRY
NATIONAL HEALTHCARE ALLIANCE- NHA
NATIONAL SPECIALTY INSURANCE (NSI)
NEIGHBORHOOD HEALTH PLAN/ ROYAL HEALTH/ SUFFOLK HEALTH
NORTH ALABAMA MANAGED CARE, INC. (NAMCI)
NORTH LOWA COMMUNITY HEALTHCARE-NICH
NOVALNET, INC. (WC)
NOVANET AUTO
NOVANET, INC.
NOVASYS HEALTH
NPPN/PLAN VISTA SOLUTIONS
NUQUEST/BRIDGE POINTE
NUQUEST/BRIDGE POINTE SELF ADMINISTER
OHARA MANAGED CARE
ONE BEACON ACCIDENT & HEALTH
ONE BEACON/ASIC
ONE BEACON-THE HANOVER GROUP (THG)
OPERATING ENGINEERS-LOCAL 825
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC (PG & E)
PACIFIC HEALTH ALLIANCE
PARADIGM GENERAL LIABILITY
PARADIGM MANAGEMENT SERVICES, LLC
PATRIOT HEALTH/COST CONTAINMENT GROUP
PCIP/GEHA
PEKIN
PHCS SAVILITY
PHCS/ MULTIPLAN
PINNACLE RISK OF ARIZONA
PINNACLE RISK OF CALIFORNIA
PINNACLE RISK OF COLORADO
PINNACLE RISK OF OREGON
PINNACLE RISK OF UTAH
PINNACLE RISK OF WASHINGTON
PINNACOL ASSURANCE

POMCO
PPO NEXT-GH (A VIANT NETWORK)
PPO NEXT-WC (A VIANT WETWORK)
PPOM/ COFINITY (WC) AND AUTO
PPOM/COFINITY (GH)
PREFERRED CASE MANAGEMENT
PREFERRED ONE GROUP HEALTH (PCHP PIC PAS)
PREFERRED ONE GROUP HEALTH PPO
PREFERRED ONE WORK COMP
PRIMARY HEALTH SERVICES (GH)
PRIMARY HEALTH SERVICES (WC)
PRIME HEALTH SERVICES (GH)
PRIME HEALTH SERVICES (WC/AUTO)
PRIMENET, INC.
PRIVATE HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS (PHCS)
PROAMERICA (MULTIPLAN)
PROCESS ONE
PROCURA MANAGEMENT INC.
PUBLIC EMPLOYEE CLAIMS DIV OF AR INS DEP
QUALCARE
QualCare
QUALITY HEALTH MANAGEMENT, LLC
RAS RISK ADMINISTRATION SERVICES INC.
REHABILITATION RESOURCES
REHABILITATION TEAM ASSOC. RTA
REHABILITATION MANAGEMANT, INC
RELIAMAX
RESIG- REDWOOD EMPIRE SCHOOLS INS. GROUP
RESOURCE FINANCIAL COMPLIANCE
REVIEW MED
ROCKPORT HEALTHCARE GROUP
ROCKY MOUNTAIN HEALTH PLAN
S&H MEDICAL MANAGEMENT (GROUP HEALTH)
S&H MEDICAL MANAGEMENT (WORK COMP)
SAIF-STATE FUND OF OREGON
SECURA INSURANCE COMPANIES
SEDGWICK CMS/LOWA DAS
SELECTNET PLUS
SENIOR HEALTH PARTNERS OF NEW YORK
Senior Health Partners of New York
SENTRY HEALTH CARE NETWOEK-ENROLLED
SENTRY INSURANCE - WORK COMP
SFM
SHEFFIELF RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES, LLC
SOCIETY INSURANCE
ST. JOHNS/ COMMUNITY MEDICAL
STANDARD INSURANCE
STAR HEALTHCARE NETWORK
STATE FARM INSURANCE
STERLING LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
STRATEGIC COMP
SUMMIT HOLDINGS (LOUISIANA)
SUN TRUST
SUPERIEN HEALTH NETWORK (GH)
SUPERIEN HEALTH NETWORK (WC)
SYNERHY HEALTH NETWORK
TECH HEALTH
Tech Health
TENNESSEE HEALTH CARE NETWORK (TNC) GH
TENNESSEE HEALTH CARE NETWORK (TNC) WC
TENNESSEE RISK MANAGEMENT TRUST
TEXAS HCN-GNHC
THE CHANDLER GROUP (GH)
THE CHANDLER GROUP (WC)
THE COLORADO NETWORK (TNC)
THE PREFERRED PLAN INC./ PPL (WC)
THE PREFERRED PLAN INC./PPI (GH)
THREE RIVERS PPO-GROUP HEALTH
THREE RIVERS PPO-WORKERS' COMPENSATION
TLC ADVANTAGE, L.L.C.
TLC ADVANTAGE, L.L.C.
TOUCHSTONE HEALTH
TRAVELERS/HES
TRIUNE HEALTH GROUP
UNITED FIRE AND CASUALTY
UP & UP-UNITED PAYERS (MULTIPLAN)
US BANK
USA M.C.O - WORK COMP
USA M.C.O.- GROUP HEALTH
USA MANAGEMENT CARE ORGANIZATION
USA Management Care Organization
VALLEY CREST
VERITY HEALTHNET
VILLAGECARE
VIVA HEALTH, INC.
VNS CHOICE
VNS Choice
WAUSAU/PHCS
WELLCARE OF NY
WELLMARK/ BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF IA

**WELLS FARGO**
WEST BEND MUTUAL INSURANCE
WESTERN PROVIDERS/ TEAM CONSULTING
WISCONSIN DEPT. OF ADMINISTRATION

**WORKERS COMPENSATION FUND**
ZURICH SERVICES CORPORATION
LIST OF PRIMARY INSURANCES

MEDICARE
MEDICAID
POMCO
AETNA
FIDELIS
CIGNA
CDPHP
LOCAL 1199
MAGNACARE
WELLCARE
ARCHCARE
HUDSON HEALTH PLAN
WORKERS COMPENSATION
INTEGRA PARTNERS
BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD
EMBLEMHEALTH (GHI, HIP)
HEALTHCARE PARTNERS
EMPIRE BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD